The main purpose of this paper is to design a suitable control scheme that confronts the uncertainties in a robot. Sliding mode controller (SMC) is one of the most important and powerful nonlinear robust controllers which has been applied to many non-linear systems. 
According to the above references, the multi degrees of freedom robot manipulator control law can be presented as:
Where, τ eq is a model-based parameter used to compensate the nominal dynamics of system. The τ eq and τ dis are both calculated respectively as: 
Where
Generally, the sign function replaces by saturation function to decrease the chattering phenomenon.
Modeling the Formulation of Robot Manipulator:
The robot dynamic formulation with rigid links can be displayed as [28, [32] [33] :
Where:
M q is the mass matrix or kinetic energy matrix and G q is the gravity forces.
V q, q is the centrifugal and coriolis forces. 
To accomplish the defuzzification phase the "Center
Of Gravity" method (COG) has chosen in this paper.
Equation below illustrates the formula of it:
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. Fuzzy logic controller which is replaced by equivalent dynamic part (τ eq )in SMC formulation [24] includes two inputs (error (e) and error change ( ) ) and an output (τ eq ) that simulate the equivalent dynamic part of the SMC.
Linguistic variables of inputs and output have been The two main benefits of this supervisory tuning method are to guarantee the behavior of the model-free plant and enhance system performance.
Adaptation in fuzzy controller is classified into two categories: direct adaptive and indirect adaptive methods, where a direct adaptive nonlinear method tunes the controller inputs parameters, and an indirect supervisory method tunes the parameters of control system based on operating conditions [36] . There are different adaptations algorithms applied to the plants, which are discussed in the following references [37] .
Although the SMC has great robustness, it is difficult for this controller to handle unstructured model uncertainties.
Adaptation is utilized to deal with uncertainties and Table. 2.
Figure4: Triangular membership function for (s) and (α).
The FLC which makes the main controller free from model has two inputs (e, e ) and one output (τ eq ). The Table. 3. 407-413.
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